Prospectus

ScrumKids offers fun, rugby
themed sessions for children
aged between 2 and 8 years
old. We teach children the
basic skills and concepts of
rugby with a view to inspiring
a love for the game and team
sport in general.
Founded in 2013, ScrumKids
now has sessions across the
UK and we are looking to
expand all the time.
The model is designed to
engage children, from as early
as possible, with the sport
and then feed them on to play
club rugby for their local side.

Classes are split in to three
different age groups:
• 2-3.5 years
• 3.5-5 years
• 5 to 8 years
Sessions last between 30-40
mins depending upon the age
group and ability.
Session games can range
from simple colour
recognition exercises and
basic movement challenges
to handling drills and full tag
rugby matches.

Our standard model setup
is usually on a Saturday or
Sunday morning with three
classes that run back to
back. 30 minutes for the
toddlers (age 2-3.5), 40
minutes for juniors (age
3.5-5) and 40 mins for
seniors (age 5-8).
However, we do run mid
morning sessions and
evening sessions
elsewhere and are willing
to be flexible when working
with coaches.

We are looking for energetic,
committed coaches who are
enthusiastic about getting
children engaged with rugby
and aren’t afraid to get a little
silly with the kids.
You DON’T need to be a rugby
aficionado but a little
experience could help.
You DO need to be able to:
•
•
•

Speak publicly with confidence
Be comfortable around children
Demonstrate a basic
understanding of sports coaching

• £10 per hour

(minimum of £20 for leading a session)

• 50p per child in your class
(In addition to pay rate)

Example: Three back to back classes
with 12 children in each class would
total £25 for 2.5 hours and £18 for
the 50p per class.
Total of £43 for 2.5 hours of work

• Termly plans provided
• Opportunity to see
sessions elsewhere with
full ScrumKids training
provided
• All uniform and equipment
provided
• Venue provided (you may
be able to assist with this)
• Potential to hold more
sessions and earn more
• Committed coaches
provided with RFU training
(up to Level 2 standard)

Contact
If you would like to find out more or to register
your interest, please contact:

ScrumKids CEO Jared Evans

jared@scrumkids.co.uk
07772274217

www.scrumkids.co.uk
www.facebook.com/scrumkids

